
Regulation “Enrico Magenes” international Prize

Foreword

To  honor  the  memory  of  Enrico  Magenes  and  to  support  the  development  of  mathematical
knowledge in the research fields he held dear

the “Felice Casolari” Mathematics Department of the Pavia University

the “Enrico Magenes” IMATI-CNR Applied Mathematics and Information Technology Institute

the MOX Models and Scienti fic Calculation Laboratory of the Politecnico of Milan

Enrico Magenes’ students, colleagues, friends

in agreement with the Mathematics Italian Union (UMI)

set  up a fund at  Mathematics  Italian Union (UMI) to  create  the  Enrico Magenes  Prize.  These
institutions hope for the increase of the Prize over the coming years, within the available resources,
in  order  to  ensure  its  four-year  assignment  in  accordance with  the modalities  described in  the
following regulation.

In addition to the contribution of the promoters, the award fund budget can be increased through
further  sponsorships  from  individuals  or  institutions  that  wish  to  support  this  initiative.
At each assignment the amount of the prize will  be established by the fund budget in order to
ensure, if possible, that the award will remain constant over time.

Article 1

Starting from 2015 and every four years UMI shall assign through competition, in connection with
its  Meeting,  the “Enrico Magenes” Prize.  The Prize shall  be awarded to a  mathematician who
provided relevant contributions in the field of theoretical or numerical Analysis of the differential
models and their application and whose 46th birthday does not occur by 31st December of the year
in which the prize is awarded.

Article 2

The prize is awarded by a panel consisting in 5 members appointed by UMI Scienti fic Commission,
taking into account any proposals by funding Bodies. At least one of the members must work in a
non-Italian institution. He/she shall also be a non-Italian citizen.

Article 3

The Commission shall award the prize considering the whole scienti fic production of the applicant.
The  Commission  shall  take  account  of  nominations  submitted  by  UMI members,  Universities,
Research institutes and Scienti fic Academies. The prize could be awarded also to a person who did
not submit application form or who has not been nominated as described in the previous paragraph.
Commission resolutions are unquestionable.

Article 4

The call announcement will be advertised both in Italian and English on ‘Notiziario’ and on UMI
website  within  the  31th  December,  as  to  ensure  maximum  dissemination  of  it  and  to  exhort
candidates nominations pursuant to article 3.

The expiry day for the submission of the applications and for the candidates nominations under
article 3 will be at least 60 days after the date of the call announcement. 



Article 5

The  application  forms  and  the  proper  motivated  nominations  by  UMI  members,  Universities,
Research  Centers  and Scienti fic Academies  must  be sent  to  the  UMI President  exclusively  by
electronic means. To the applications and nomination submissions shall be attached in PDF format
the curriculum vitae and a list of publications of the candidate.

Article 6

The  Prize  will  be  awarded  during  the  opening  ceremony  of  the  UMI  Meeting  and  it  will  be
advertised on UMI website, where the name of the winner and those of the Commission members
will  be published. On these media will  be published also the reason of the prize’s award.  The
winner undertakes to held a conference in Pavia within the Colloquim Magenes.

Article 7

The methods for awarding prizes may be amended in any time by UMI Presidency Office on a
proposal of the UMI Scienti fic Commission with the prior consent of the promoting bodies.


